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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW:    LEXI THOMPSON  
June 16, 2017 
 

 

Q.  The greens got pretty tough out there? 

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  Yeah, well, they slowed up quite a bit, but they were still like really firm 

in the afternoon so it was hard to judge.  But then they were just a little bumpier in the 

afternoon than yesterday morning, they rolled really good. 

 

Q.  What's your focus, what's your thoughts going into the last two rounds being right 

there? 

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  Same focus as last two days.  Just focus on my routine, stay positive 

out there.  I know I'm hitting it well so it's just a matter of rolling in the putts and just stay 

patient. 

 

Q.  Is there any peeking at the leaderboard to see what others are doing and maybe 

how the conditions are playing out?  

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  I did, I kind of peeked with about five holes to go and I think it said 

minus 14 was leading, and then I just saw on the last minus 12 was.  But I try not to look at 

leaderboards, just try to focus on my own game, that's all I can control.  

 

Q.  Nice to finish with that great shot on 18 and then the short birdie to end your day?  

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  Yeah, that's always nice.  I struggled there at the 17th, but to bounce 

back and have a birdie on the last, it's always nice to finish a round like that. 

 

Q.  (No microphone.)  

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  It definitely was.  It was a little bit more windy and just the greens are 

firming up a little bit, so it was hard to get the wedge shots pretty close.  

 

Q.  The three-putt at 17, looks like you shook it off very quickly.  Not that you're 

getting good at that because nobody wants to be good at that, but you don't seem to 

let it affect you.  

 

LEXI THOMPSON:  Yeah.  I mean I was upset, don't get me wrong, but yeah, I just tried to 

let it go and birdie that last.  Tried to get a good drive, I just pushed it a little bit, but had a 

great second shot and made the putt. 

 

Q.  Aggressive by nature with pretty much low scores being the order of the day for 

both days thus far.  Is that the game plan for tomorrow, just go for it? 
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LEXI THOMPSON:  Yeah, basically same game plan as the last two days.  I hit driver 

basically on every hole out here and take aggressive lines.  So just going to focus on doing 

my routine and being positive tomorrow. 
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